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1. Introduction 
 

In China’s transportation network, high-speed railway 
(HSR) plays an increasingly significant role because of its 
convenient, stable, and efficient transportation efficiency 
(Zhu et al. 2018). Domestic HSR adopts a viaduct and 
plate-type ballastless track structure because the principal 
function of the bridge is to provide smooth and stable over-
bridge lines for high-speed trains, thus ensuring the safe and 
comfortable operation of trains (Sun et al. 2014, Dai et al. 
2018). The plate-type ballastless track structure has high 
stability and durability and can well control the uneven 
settlement of the track foundation (Thompson and Verheij 
1997, Song et al. 2012). The slab ballastless track structure 
under high-frequency loads, ambient temperature, and other 
factors, however, no longer maintains continuous contact 
with the surface of the mortar in a local area. The track slab 
vacated, which could induce a sharp increase in the 
vibration response of the track structure and affect the 
service life of the track (Liu et al. 2019a). The CRTS-I type  
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track structure laying shows many voids in China (Ren et 
al. 2014). And it becomes critical to study the effect of the 
slab ballastless track on the vibration response of the track 
structure. 

Some scholars conducted some research on the issue of 
orbital slab-emptying at home and abroad. For instance, 
Kaewunruen (2007) established a finite element (FE) model 
to analyze the vertical vibration mode of the sleeper when 
the sleeper produced a gap. Liu (Li et al. 2014) established 
a vehicle-track-viaduct FE model and analyzed the dynamic 
response of the vehicle, track displacement, and 
acceleration under different plate-end void lengths through 
dynamic software. Ren (Ren et al. 2016, Ren et al. 2020) 
established a carriage rail-subgrade model to analyze the 
stress response of CA mortar lamination under different 
void lengths. Wang (Xu et al. 2017) analyzed the stress 
conditions and fatigue life under the voiding and 
deterioration of two types of CA mortars in the slab ends 
and slabs of the I-type track slab using the miner linear 
fatigue criterion. 

The research on the partial contact loss beneath the track 
slab phenomenon is mostly based on the analysis of single 
indexes such as displacement and acceleration. When 
partial contact is lost beneath the track slab, it will cause the 
redistribution of the vibration energy of the track structure, 
resulting in changes in the specific values of energy 
transfer, storage, and dissipation in the various layers (Li et 
al. 2010, Fu et al. 2018). Furthermore, when the vibration 
energy is concentrated near the disengaging of the track 
slab, it will cause further damage after reaching a certain 
limit. The CRTS-I type slab ballastless track is used as an 
example to deeply investigate the influence of partial 
contact loss beneath the track slab on the vibration energy  
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Abstract.  CA mortar layer disengagement will give rise to the overall structural changes of the track and variation in the vibration 

form of the ballastless track. By establishing a vehicle-track-viaduct coupling analysis and calculation model, it is possible to 

analyze the CRTS-I type track structure vibration response while the track slab is disengaging with the power flow evaluation 

method, to compare the two disengaging types, namely partial contact loss at one edge beneath track slab and partial contact loss at 

midpoint beneath track slab. It can also study how the length of disengaging influences the track structures vibration power. It is 

showed that when the partial contact loss beneath track slab, and the relative vibration energy level between the rail and the track 

slab increases significantly within [10, 200]Hz with the same disengaging length, the partial contact loss at one edge beneath track 

slab has more prominent influence on the vibration power than the partial contact loss at midpoint beneath track slab. With the 

increase of disengaging length, the relative vibration energy level of the track slab grows sharply, but it will change significantly 

when it reaches 1.56 m. Little effect will be caused by the relative vibration energy level of the viaduct. The partial contact loss 

beneath the track slab will cause more power distribution and transmission between the trail and track slab, and will then affect the 

service life of the rail and track slab. 
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characteristics of the vehicle-track-viaduct coupling system. 

The vehicle-track-viaduct coupling analysis and calculation 

model is established to compare and analyze the vibration 

energy distribution and transmission of the track structure 

under the evacuation of the track slab of different lengths by 

dynamic flexibility methods. It aims to provide a reference 

for the repairing work of the track slab after the evacuation 

disease. 
 

 

2. Theory of vehicle-track-viaduct coupling analysis 
and calculation model 

 

Based on the dynamic flexibility method, the researcher 

established a power flow model of the vehicle-track-viaduct 

coupling dynamic system. The vehicle-track-viaduct 

coupling dynamic system consists of a vehicle subsystem 

and ballastless track-viaduct structure subsystem, linked by 

a spatial wheel-rail contact geometry relationship and 

wheel-rail force (Fenander 1997, Schulte-Werning et al. 

2006). The vehicle subsystem consists of the carriage body, 

bogie, and wheels, which are connected by secondary 

suspension and primary suspension. The single carriage 

model has 10 degrees of freedom, and dynamic flexibility 

of carriage is calculated. The rail is simplified to be an 

infinite length Timoshenko beam. The track slab is 

simplified to a discretized free-free Euler-Bernoulli beam, 

and the viaduct is simplified to be a supported Euler beam. 

Fasteners and the CA mortar are simulated by linear elastic 

damping elements (Liu et al. 2009, Shi et al. 2017). The 

model is shown in Figure 1 

 

2.1 Vehicle subsystem 
 

According to the traits of the wheel-rail contact, wheel-

rail interaction coupling used linearized wheel-rail 

contacting stiffness. The irregularity spectrum is taken with 

the rail roughness amplitude limit from GB/T 5111-2011 

(Song et al. 2018), and its ride comfort is significant. 

Tracking irregularities give vertical excitation to wheel-rail 

contact, resulting in a harmonic response of the carriage, 

which brings harmonic response into the vibration equation 

of the carriage; the vibration relation of the carriage excited 

by track irregularity is expressed as: 

 

(1) 

where {Pυ(ω)} means the amplitude of vertical wheel-rail 

interaction forces caused by track irregularities, and 

{Zυ(ω)} represents the amplitude of the displacement 

amplitude of the vehicle subsystem. 

 

2.2 Ballastless rail-viaduct structure subsystem 
 

The ballastless rail-viaduct structure contains rail, track 

slab, and viaduct. The fasteners connect the rail and the 

track slab, and the track slab and viaduct are connected by 

the CA mortar among them. Figure 2 shows the flowchart 

of the subsystem establishment.  

The rail is simplified to an infinite length Timoshenko 

beam, and the relation of dynamic flexibility methods are as 

follows (Carlone and Thompson 2001, Song et al. 2018, Liu 

et al. 2019b): 

 
(2) 

where βγ (x1, x2) means the displacement at x1 caused by the 

unit harmonic load at x2 in the rail. k1, k2, u1, u2 denote 

coefficients related to the rail parameters (Hamet 1999, Liu 

et al. 2019c, d). 

The rail mainly bears vehicle load P and fastener load 

Ff. The displacement expression in the frequency domain 

follows: 

 

(3) 

where Pω denotes wheel vertical force applied by the wth 

wheel pair at xω of the rail. Nω means the total number of 

wheels. Ffn means the support reaction applied by the nth 

fastener to the rail of position xn, and N indicates the total 

number of fasteners at a single rail.  

Track slab is simplified to the free-free Euler-Bernoulli 

beam with finite length. The relation of dynamic flexibility 

method follows:  

 

(4) 

where Fjm means support reaction applied by the mth elastic 

damping elements of the CA mortar layer discretization to 

the track slab of position xm, and M denotes the number of 

all elastic damping elements at CA mortar layer 

discretization.  

The dynamic flexibility of multiple track slabs of the 

viaduct could be obtained by the dynamic flexibility of a 

single, track slab can be expressed as 

 
(5) 

where βs1 means the dynamic flexibility of a single track 

slab. 

 

Fig. 1 Vehicle-Track-Viaduct coupling analysis and 

calculation model 
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Viaduct simulation using simple-supported Euler beams, 

the dynamic flexibility method follows: 

 

(6) 

where Fzh means the support reaction applied by the hth 

viaduct bearing to the viaduct of position xzh. 

By combining equations (4), (5), and (6), the numerical 

relationship between the frequency response of the 

ballastless rail-viaduct structure and the vehicle load can be 

derived. expressed as: 

 (7) 

where [βK] is composed of the dynamic flexibility of the 

ballastless rail-viaduct structure multiplied by the complex 

stiffness. {Z} consists of the displacements of each structure 

of the ballastless rail-viaduct structure, and {P} is the load 

matrix of the wheel-rail force on the ballastless rail-viaduct 

structure. 
 

2.3 Evaluation ındexes of vibration energy 
 

The displacement response of the rail, track slab, and 

viaduct in the ballastless rail-viaduct structure is calculated 

by Equation (7). Subtracting displacements from the 

adjacent parts, the corresponding internal force can be 

calculated as Ffn, Fjm, Fzh: 

 

(8) 

 

 

Based on the power flow theory, the vibration energy 

transmitted to each part is Prn, Psm, Pzh: 

 

(9) 

where Re means that the real part calculation will be 

selected, and * means that the conjugate calculation will be 

selected. 

When the train passes the section where the partial 

contact loss beneath the track slab occurs, the energy 

transferred layer-by-layer along the track structure will 

change. To comprehensively evaluate the changes in the 

vibration energy of the track structure and its vertical 

transmission when partial contact is lost beneath the track 

slab, the energy corresponding to all nodes contained in the 

three-layer track structure of the rail, track slab and viaduct 

must be summed: 

 

(10) 
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Fig. 2 Flowchart for establishing vehicle-track-viaduct coupling analysis and calculation model 
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After obtaining the total vibration energy corresponding 

to each layer of the track structure to visually express and 

compare the energy change trend under different working 

conditions, this study performs an analysis using a relative 

vibration energy level and vibration energy transfer rate. 

Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the energy transfer of the 

power flow in the track structure. 

Relative vibration energy level follows: 

 
(11) 

where P((ω)) denotes the total power flow in a certain layer 

of the track structure when the frequency is ω. P0 means the 

reference power flow because the bottom of the track 

structure is a viaduct, so the value is P0=1×10-8N•m/s. 

Vibration energy transfer rate: 

 
(12) 

where Pr(ω) denotes the relative vibration energy level of 

the rail layer, and Ps(ω) means the relative vibration energy 

level of the track slab layer. The vibration energy transfer 

rate between the track slab and the viaduct is the same as 

this formula. The vibration energy transfer rate reflects the 

proportion of vibration energy transferred in the track 

structure when it is transferred from one layer to the next. If 

the calculated rate is larger, it reflects that more energy is 

transferred between the two layers. 

 

 

 

3. Influence of partial contact loss beneath the track 
slab on vibration energy of the track structure 
 

3.1 Model parameters 
 

Based on the established vehicle-track-viaduct coupling 

model, the vibration energy distribution and transmission of 

the ballastless rail-viaduct subsystem at contact loss beneath 

track slab are analyzed. This study takes a CRH3 high-

speed train, CRTS-I type ballastless track plate, and a HSR 

box girder viaduct as instance. Table 1 shows the structural 

parameters.  

 

3.2 Type of partial contact loss beneath the track 
slab 

 

Two types of partial contact loss beneath the track slab 

for HSR ballastless tracks exists, namely partial contact loss 

at one edge beneath track slab and partial contact loss at 

midpoint beneath track slab (Ren et al. 2014). This study 

analyzes the effects of the two types of partial contact loss 

beneath the track slab on the track structure. The partial 

contact loss beneath the track slab manifests as the local CA 

mortar and the track slab no longer maintains continuous 

contact, so it cannot provide a vertical supporting force. 

When the CA mortar is completely evacuated along the 

longitudinal direction of the track line (lateral direction in 

the Figure 4), the overall impact on the system is the 

greatest. In this case, the form of the wheel-rail excitation 
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Rail
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Viaduct
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energy(Pout)

Store and dissipated 

energy P1
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Track-
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Structure

 
Fig. 3 Flowchart of vibration energy transfer process in ballastless rail-viaduct structure 

   

(a) Normal Condition 
(b) Partial contact loss at one edge 

beneath track slab 

(c) Partial contact loss at midpoint 

beneath track slab 

Fig. 4 Calculation condition 
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for the vehicle-track-viaduct coupling model relies on the 
irregularity of the vertical rails of the track structure. 
According to the relevant settings of other scholarss (Xu et 
al. 2017) research on contact loss beneath the track slab, the 
distance of contact loss beneath track slab (the distance of 
the partial contact loss at one edge beneath track slab is 
from the left end to the middle of the track slab, and the 
distance of the partial contact loss at midpoint beneath track 
slab is from the middle to the ends of the track slab) are 
0.31 m, 0.94 m, 1.56 m, 2.19 m, and 2.81 m. Figure 4 
shows the calculation on conditions. 

 

 

3.3 Analysis of track structure ınteraction system in 
partial contact loss at one edge beneath track slab 

 

Applying the vehicle-track-viaduct coupling analysis 

and calculation model established above, the velocity for 

the carriage is taken as 300km/h (this speed is commonly 

used in high-speed trains in China). When the train is 

running at the mid-span position of the viaduct, the contact 

loss beneath the track slab end at different degrees and the 

vibration energy distribution and transmission of the track 

structure are calculated. 

Table 1 Parameters of Track Structural 

Parts Projects Values 

Rail 

Youngs modulus/(N/m2) 2.1e11 

Moment of Inertia/(m4) 3.217e-5 

Density/(kg/m3) 7850 

Section area/(m2) 7.745e-3 

Shear Modulus/(N/m2) 7.7e10 

Fasteners 

Distance between fasteners/(m) 0.625 

Loss Factor 0.25 

Stiffness /(Pa) 5e7 

CA Mortar Stiffness /(Pa) 3.79e11 

Track Slab 

Length/(m) 

Moment of Inertia /(N/m2) 

Moment of Inertia /(m4) 

Density /(kg/m3) 

Section area /(m2) 

5 

3.65e10 

1.3718e-3 

2750 

0.456 

Viaduct 

Length/(m) 32 

Moment of Inertia /(N/m2) 3.6e10 

Moment of Inertia /(m4) 11.056 

Density /(kg/m3) 2600 

Section area /(m2) 2.205 

Viaduct Bearing 
Stiffness /(Pa) 6e9 

Distance between Bearings/(m) 32 

 

Fig. 5 Relative vibration energy level of normal conditions 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c)  

 

Fig. 6 Relative Vibration Energy Level of Partial Contact 

Loss at One Edge Beneath Track Slab (a) Rail; (b) Track 

slab; (c) Viaduct 
 
 

3.3.1 Relative vibration energy level of partial 
contact loss at one edge beneath track slab 

The study calculates the relative vibration energy level 

distribution of the track structure in [10, 200] Hz under 

normal conditions, shown in Figure 5. 

From Figure 5, within this frequency range, the relative 

vibration energy levels of the various layers of the track 

structure (rail, track slab, viaduct) first increase and then 

 

Fig.7 Vibration energy transfer rate of normal conditions 
 
 

decrease, and are at the maximum point at 45 Hz. The 

wheel-rail force is located at a similar frequency. This 

phenomenon occurs because the vibration energy generated 

after the wheel contacts the rail is continuously dissipated 

and gradually decreased during the vertical transmission 

from the rail to the track slab along the track structure.  

Fig. 6(a-c) show that when the length is 1.56 m, the 

rails, track slab and viaduct all have sudden changes in 

vibration energy peaks and migration because, as the length 

of the partial contact loss at one edge beneath track slab 

increases, the overall stiffness of the track structure 

decreases. Specifically, as the length increases, the rail 

relative vibration energy level will have other peaks at 

lower frequencies when the dominant frequency peak is 

unchanged, and the peak will continue to move forward. At 

the track plate, the first main frequency of its relative 

vibration energy level is located at 42Hz, the peak value 

increases with the length of the contact loss beneath the 

track slab. The energy level increases significantly at a 

length of 0.94 m, reaching 117.48% of normal conditions at 

2.81 m. The main frequency shifts forward and two obvious 

peaks appear. At a length of 2.81 m, the frequencies 

corresponding to the peaks are 21Hz, 42Hz, and 78Hz, 

respectively. At the viaduct, the change of the relative 

vibration energy level is like that of the track slab. Two 

obvious main peaks occur after 1.56 m, gradually moving 

forward with the change of the length of the contact loss 

beneath the track slab.  

Similarly, the relative vibration energy levels of the 

track structures (rail, track plate, viaduct) at different 

lengths of contact loss beneath the track slab all appear as 

the frequency increases, first reaching a peak at 45 Hz, and 

then gradually decreasing. This phenomenon shows that the 

length does not have much influence on the dominant 

frequency of energy levels. 

 

3.3.2 Vibration energy transfer rate of partial 
contact loss at one edge beneath track slab 

By analyzing the vibration energy transfer rate situation 

of the track structure in normal conditions, the energy 

transfer from the rail to the track slab and the track slab to 
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the viaduct can be intuitively recognized. It analyzes the 

changes in the energy transfer of the track structure and the 

corresponding hazards due to the contact loss beneath the 

track slab.  

Fig. 7 shows that the vibration energy transfer rate from 

the rail to the track slab gradually decreases with increasing 

frequency under normal operating conditions, but it is 

concentrated around 0.76%. The vibration energy transfer 

rate from the track plate to the viaduct first increases and 

then decreases. The maximum value is 0.918%, which is 

2.8% larger than the value between the rail and the track 

slab. After 84Hz, the rate shows repeated oscillations 

because of the combination of the elasticity and damping of 

the fastener, which causes the vibration energy between the 

rail and the track slab to gradually dissipate during the 

transfer.  

Figure 8 shows that with the increase of the length of 

partial contact loss at one edge beneath track slab, the 

vibration energy transfer rate between the rail and the track 

slab increases significantly. After 1.56 m, the increase of the 

rate is significant, and a peak appears at 184Hz and 

continues to move forward as the length increases. This 

phenomenon occurs because, with the increase in the length 

of the contact loss beneath the track slab, the track structure 

is gradually weakened by the lateral support, which further 

causes the track plate to be in a cantilever position. This 

aggravates the track irregularity, and eventually, leads to the 

increase of the vibration energy transfer rate between the 

rail and the track slab. At 2.81 m, the rate from the rail to 

the track slab at 20Hz reaches 0.974%, which is an increase 

of 9.2% compared to normal conditions, reflecting that the 

contact loss beneath the track slab will intensify the energy 

distribution between the track and the track plate, affecting 

the service life of the track.  

The vibration energy transfer rate from the track slab to 

the viaduct decreases with increasing length because of the 

 

 

contact loss beneath the track slab. The energy of the track 

slab at the vacancy, therefore, could not be transferred 

further downward but was diverted between the rail and the 

track slab. After 1.56 m, the rate was significantly reduced, 

and a multiple wave-trough appeared. At 2.81 m, the rate at 

195Hz is 0.465%, which is far less than the normal 

condition.  

 

3.4 Analysis of track structure ınteraction system in 
partial contact loss at midpoint beneath track slab 

 

The analysis of the track structure interaction during 

partial contact loss at midpoint beneath track slab is the 

same as the analysis of the partial contact loss at one edge 

beneath track slab. The influence of partial contact loss at 

one edge beneath track slab on the track structure when the 

train is located at the mid-span position of the bridge is 

studied by using track irregular excitation.  

 

3.4.1 Relative vibration energy level of partial 
contact loss at midpoint beneath track slab 

When the running speed V is 300 km/h and the train is 

running at the mid-span position of the viaduct, the 

vibration energy distribution and transfer of the track 

structure under different degrees of disengaging in the track 

slab are analyzed. 

Figure 9 shows that as the length of the partial contact 

loss at midpoint beneath track slab increases, the dominant 

frequency peak will migrate to a low frequency. When it 

reaches 1.56 m, the vibration energy of the rail layer at the 

dominant frequency peak at 167Hz significantly increases. 

When it reaches 2.81 m, the dominant frequency moves 

forward to 131Hz. Compared with the partial contact loss at 

one edge beneath track slab, the partial contact loss at 

midpoint beneath track slab has less effect on the vibration 

energy of the rail layer in the low frequency range, and the 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 8 Vibration Energy Transfer Rate of Partial Contact Loss at One Edge Beneath Track Slab:(a) Vibration energy transfer 

rate between the rail and the track slab; (b) Vibration energy transfer rate between the track slab and viaduct 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 
Fig. 9 Relative Vibration Energy Level of Partial Contact 

Loss at Midpoint Beneath Track Slab: (a) Rail; (b) Track 

slab; (c) Viaduct 

 

 

peak value of the rail at the maximum dominant frequency 

does not change significantly with the increasing length. 

The relative vibration energy level at the track slab 

increased significantly after 1.56 m, and at 2.81 m, the 

maximum peak at 72Hz was 173dB, which was an increase 

of 17.9% compared to normal conditions. The change with 

the length of the viaduct is relatively small compared to the 

track slab, and the peak at the maximum dominant 

frequency does not change much. After the length reaches 

2.19 m, a significant increase occurs in [55, 89] Hz. In [10, 

60] Hz, the energy level of each layer of the track structure 

under the contact loss beneath the track slab middle is 

unaffected by the disengaging. In [60, 200] Hz, the 

vibration energy of various layers of the track structure 

fluctuates greatly. Specifically, the relative vibration energy 

level at the track slab is affected by the disengagement, 

causing energy aggregation.   

 

3.4.2 Vibration energy transfer rate of partial 
contact loss at midpoint beneath track slab 

In Figure 10, compared with the vibration energy 

transfer rate of the partial contact loss at one edge beneath 

track slab, the rate between the rail, and the track slab, the 

partial contact loss at midpoint beneath track slab does not 

change much at low frequencies, and jumps only in some 

frequency range. The rate between the track slab and the 

viaduct does not change much, reflecting that under the 

same length, the influence of the partial contact loss at 

midpoint beneath track slab on the overall structure of the 

track is smaller than the partial contact loss at one edge 

beneath track slab (Xu et al. 2017). 

 

 
4. Conclusions 

 

To evaluate the influence of contact loss beneath the 

track slab on the track structure as a whole, this paper 

adopts the power flow theory and analyzes the two main 

indexes of the power flow theory, namely the relative 

vibration energy level, and the vibration energy transfer 

rate. The comparative analysis of the vibration energy 

distribution and transmission characteristics of the rails, 

track slab, and viaduct layers in the track structure when the 

high-speed train runs to the mid-span position of the viaduct 

under normal conditions, contact loss appears beneath the 

track slab end and the track slab middle. The main 

conclusions are as follows: 

1. When the partial contact loss is beneath the track slab, 

the relative vibration energy level between the rail and the 

track plate increases significantly in [10, 200] Hz. When the 

partial contact loss at one edge beneath track slab, the rail 

relative vibration energy level increases by 20dB, the track 

slab increases by 35dB, and little change exists in the level 

of the viaduct. This reflects that when the partial contact 

loss at one edge beneath track slab, vibration energy 

accumulates on the track slab of the adjacent to disengage, 

causing further damage to the track structure and seriously 

threatening safe driving. 

2. When the partial contact loss at midpoint beneath 

track slab, it has little effect on the vibration energy of the 

rail and viaduct. As the length of the disengagement 

increases, the peak value of its maximum dominant 

frequency does not change much, but the vibration energy 

at the track slab changes significantly. After the length of 

disengaging is 1.56 m, the level increases significantly. 

When the length is 2.81 m, the maximum peak at 72Hz is 

173dB, which is an increase of 17.9% compared to normal 

conditions.  
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3. Comparing the two types of partial contact loss 

beneath the track slab at the same length, the relative 

vibration energy level and its vibration energy transfer rate 

between the rail and the rail plate at partial contact loss at 

one edge beneath track slab regarding partial contact loss at 

midpoint beneath track slab increase significantly. This is 

because, compared to the partial contact loss at midpoint 

beneath track slab, the track structure under the condition of 

partial contact loss at one edge beneath track slab loses the 

lateral support, which causes the track to be in a cantilever 

position, and the track irregularity intensifies, which 

seriously affects the service life of the rail. 
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